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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION 

In this chapter, the researcher presents the conclusion of discussion. In this 

part, researcher also gives some suggestions for others and especially the further 

researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

After analyzing and discussing the film The Greatest Showman, the author 

wants to draw a conclusion about Barnum's condition and also Barnum‟s ways 

got out of a hard life until he succeeded in his own way. Researchers divided 

Barnum into 3 conditions, that is poor, sad and happy conditions. The 

researcher also explained each event from each condition, explained after table 

number 1. After that the researcher also found 8 ways Barnum got out of a hard 

life, each way there was a result which was described in the table. For a more 

detailed explanation, the researcher explains the bottom of table number 2. 

Barnum is a very patient and smart person, every bad condition he faces, he 

always keeps on fighting. He wanted to prove that poor people can also be 

successful. Barnum has his own way to get success, that is by gathering strange 

or unique people for a circus show. Barnum was famous and had great success 

in the circus field. 
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B. Suggestion  

In this section, the researcher will close this paper and the researcher 

would like to give some suggestions as follows: 

1. Films can provide motivation and inspiration to someone. Each film has its 

own moral message. Choosing a film is very important because every film 

has a positive and negative value. As a parent must accompany the 

children when watching a film, so that what the children watch is not a 

wrong or negative film. Watching movies can be a good education for 

their children. Because from films we can teach children good morals, can 

provide motivation, inspiration for life and can also distinguish between 

good and bad. 

2. Teaching good things to children is very important. Their memory is very 

strong and they will continue to remember what their parents taught them. 

Teaching children to appreciate something is also important, because what 

we enjoy may not necessarily be enjoyed by others as we do. Teach 

children to be grateful. 

3. The last, learning is not always in the class. We can learn or study in 

everywhere and every when. Beside it, movie or film can be a media as 

expected that students will get a new condensation and situation which is 

not make bored with the media interested. 


